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The Political Nature of TCP/IP

Abstract
Despite the importance of the Internet in the modern world, many users and even policy makers don’t have a
necessary historical or technical grasp of the technology behind it. In the spirit of addressing this issue, this
thesis attempts to shed light on the historical, political, and technical context of TCP/IP. TCP/IP is the
Internet Protocol Suite, a primary piece of Internet architecture with a well-documented history. After at
technical overview, detailing the main function of TCP/IP, I examine aspects of the social and developmental
record of this technology using STS theoretical approaches such as Hughesian systems theory, Social
Construction of Technology (SCOT), and Langdon Winner’s brand of technological determinism. Key
points in TCP/IP evolution, when viewed from an STS perspective, illuminate the varied reasons behind
decisions and development of the technology. For example, as detailed in this paper, both technical and
political motivations were behind the architectural politics built into TCP/IP in the 1970s, and similar
motivations spurred the rejection of OSI protocols by Internet developers two decades later. Armed with
resultant contextual understanding of previous TCP/IP developments, a few possible directions (both
political and technical) in contemporary and future Internet development are then explored, such as the slow
migration to IPv6 and the meaning of network neutrality.
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THE POLITICAL NATURE OF TCP/IP

ABSTRACT

Despite the importance of the Internet in the modern world, many users and even policy makers  
don’t have a necessary historical or technical grasp of the technology behind it. In the spirit of  
addressing this issue, this thesis attempts to shed light on the historical, political, and technical  
context of TCP/IP. TCP/IP is the Internet Protocol Suite, a primary piece of Internet architecture 
with a well-documented history. After at technical overview, detailing the main function of TCP/IP,  
I examine aspects of the social and developmental record of this technology using STS theoretical  
approaches such as Hughesian systems theory, Social Construction of Technology (SCOT), and 
Langdon Winner’s brand of technological determinism. Key points in TCP/IP evolution, when  
viewed from an STS perspective, illuminate the varied reasons behind decisions and development  
of the technology. For example, as detailed in this paper, both technical and political motivations  
were behind the architectural politics built into TCP/IP in the 1970s, and similar motivations  
spurred the rejection of OSI protocols by Internet developers two decades later. Armed with 
resultant contextual understanding of previous TCP/IP developments, a few possible directions  
(both political and technical) in contemporary and future Internet development are then explored,  
such as the slow migration to IPv6 and the meaning of network neutrality.
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PROLOGUE

This semester’s project began as a rather aimless search for answers to some of my much 

larger questions about technical expertise and politics, especially when it comes to Internet and  

computer technologies. Eventually, as large and ambitious an aim as it sounds, I hope to someday  

have some glimmer of an idea of how literal code becomes law—I want more understanding of 

how the Internet shapes (and is shaped by) its inhabitants, who are tailored to a physical world  

with all of its constraints and more recognizable barriers. 

I decided to study the bones of the Internet, TCP/IP, with the mindset described in the oft-

repeated words of computer scientist Mitch Kapor: “Architecture is politics”  (Kapor 2006). 

It’s easier to understand exactly how powerful this idea is when applying it to a space such as the  

Internet—an architecture born out of a military context and being used by billions in innumerable  

ways, yet possibly deeply shaped by just a few at its beginning and at crucial times  (Miniwatts 

Marketing Group 2011). I wanted to know more about technical experts’ direct and indirect 

influences and eventually, how their personal political views (if politics refers to organizations of  

power and the way collective decisions are made) manifest in their work. But I needed to start at  

the beginning. This paper is the result my trying to familiarize myself with a complicated 

technology, both in technical, social, and organizational terms. This historical and general research  

is presented in such a way to support the somewhat broad thesis that protocols are political, and in  

more ways than one.

INTRODUCTION

Few people today, especially those living in industrialized societies, have not heard of the  

Internet—and most likely, just about every human being on the planet has in some way been  

affected by this giant interconnection of computer networks. The Internet is a booming place of  

global commerce, a portal to worlds of entertainment, art, communities, and knowledge. It has  

become such an integral part of life for billions around the globe that quotes such as this one  

(attributed to computer scientist Guy Almes across the web) isn’t so far off the mark: “There 
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THE POLITICAL NATURE OF TCP/IP

are three kinds of death in this world. There's heart death, there's brain death, and there's being off 

the network.”1

For the generation born into such a connected world, it would be hard to imagine this  

network as anything other than the omnipresent, democratic connector it is seen as now. But in the  

early days of the Internet, there was a switch controlled by network builders that could turn the  

network on and off. Vint Cerf, a veritable father of the Internet, was one of these builders, and he  

later recounted using this switch to force users to upgrade key parts of their networks—by turning 

off the outdated parts of the network for days at a time, he and other network controllers were able  

to force users into making the demanded change (Odom).

The idea of such centralized control and the sheer absurdity of turning off the Net seems 

almost ludicrous today. Why is that? As a large economic and technological system, the Internet  

encounters problems that would welcome centralized control. One of the reasons that such an idea  

seems out of place (especially for users in nations that emphasize openness and democracy) is the 

type of politics that are often associated with the Internet, as well as the importance of the network  

that should not be turned off for a minute, let alone a day. This paper is an attempt to explore the  

evolution of some of these politics by examining the development of the Internet’s inner  

intelligence: its protocols.

The Internet could be described as political on more than one level. The normal user  

understands this from usage and content; this big abstract web of connections carries around 

rhetoric and content from every view and every soapbox possible. One can take a step further and 

look at the control of the Internet as a political tool; current debates such as net neutrality (which  

will be addressed later) are essentially line dividers, leading to arguments for freedom in two 

different senses of the word—maybe freedom of the market or freedom in terms of government-

mandated equal access. But what if we go a step further and farther back in time, and look at the  

1 Despite an hour searching online for the official source of this quote, I was unable to find anything 
except a lot of repetitions of the attribution. This is one example of one problem with the enormity of the 
Internet—the possible decontextualized nature of information. Here is one typical online source that 
quoted but did not reference the quote: <http://www.quotegarden.com/computers.html >
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construction of the Internet? Can one find politics in the construction and adoption choices of  

various groups, and then see those politics in the actual workings of the Internet today? 

Fortunately, there is a way to trace politics in network development: through the technical  

standards that arise and compete with each other. After all, “in most cases, standardization is a  

means by which various social groups realize their interests” (Kim et. al, 282). Computer 

protocols are like any other kind of protocol—they are standardizations of certain actions, meant to  

unify actors and create a functional understanding of a process. One can think of the standards for  

mailing a letter (sender’s formatted information in the top left corner, receiver’s in the center, 

stamp in the top right corner) or other communication protocols in various cultures (kisses on the  

cheek, perhaps a firm handshake, a bow) as examples. These protocols have grown from contexts 

that can be political. For example, protocols can maintain power by sheer demonstration—the  

ancient Chinese etiquette of mandatory kowtowing before the emperor for an audience is one such 

example.2 But technical standards, which make the Internet possible, also have great political  

potential because of the way they shape environments like the Internet. As Yale scholar Laura  

Denardis puts it, “[Protocols] control the global flow of information and make decisions that  

influence access to knowledge, civil liberties online, innovation policy, national economic  

competitiveness, national security, and which technology companies will succeed” (6). 

In other words, control of protocols can lead to a deep influence within the listed areas  

provided by Denardis. By that same token, protocols (and the arguments and people behind them)  

can be used to gain insight into current power structures. They are, after all, still established by 

humans—and there must be a consensus for a protocol to function. Though these are postulations  

much too broad and lost in the infinite realities of history to specifically define (i.e. exactly how  

and to what degree protocols have shaped users and vice versa), it is to be hoped that this paper  

22 Kowtowing is a series of standardized bows and kneels required before ancient Chinese emperors. Proper kowtowing 
was recognition of the emperor’s (and China’s) superiority, and many South East Asian countries observed such 
protocols to trade with the empire. This is just one example of how protocols are political standards, even in 
communication between humans (Urban 2011).
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THE POLITICAL NATURE OF TCP/IP

will shed some light on how protocols can reveal politics as well as maintain and embody them.

Thus, the rest of this paper is organized as a technical then historical overview of TCP/IP, 

following a thread of examples that hint at and even illuminate politics in the TCP/IP system.  

There are many actors, architectures, and organizations; I have compiled a brief list of acronyms 

for reference at the end. Understanding the basis of the internetwork we’ve come to recognize as 

cyberspace requires some in-depth background, but to perceive the politics one must know the  

architecture.

TCP/IP: A SHORT TECHNICAL PRIMER 

In 1973, Vint Cerf wrote to other engineers working on TCP, describing its main function 

as the following: “The job of the TCP is merely to take a stream of messages produced by one  

HOST and reproduce the stream at a foreign receiving HOST without change” (McKenzie 2011). 

As one of the long-time inventors of Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (referred to as 

simply TCP in the beginning), Vint Cerf wrote a description that holds true today. That’s one of  

the most notable things about the basic Internet Protocol Suite—it’s been robust enough to  

support enormous changes in scale, as Internet usage has gone from hundreds to billions of users. 

From its first major uses in the early ‘80s until now, TCP/IP has been helping to move and 

assemble data around the world in a remarkably reliable manner (Kozierok 2005). 

How does TCP/IP coordinate the movement of this information? Between networks, or  

groups of computers that cluster together, talking to each other in the same way and using similar  

hardware and languages. In other words, TCP/IP facilitates communication on the Internet, the giant  

connection of millions of networks. TCP/IP does not use circuit switching, which was the primary  

way of moving information on telecommunication networks (e.g. telegraph and telephone networks)  

prior to the 1960s (Abbate 2000, 8). Circuit switching is at its heart an opening of a direct pathway 

between two hosts. No matter how it is established, the network maintains this line between the  

two hosts involved in communication for the duration of the ‘conversation’—just as when  

talking on the telephone (Kozierok 2005). Yet this kind of communication has been seen as 
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inefficient as well as vulnerable, as will be described later in this paper. One solution was packet  

switching. In a network operating on this principle, the data is packaged into separate pieces and  

sent out over a non-specified path. (See Figure 1.) In other words, messages get chopped up, and 

each portion travels on its own with a little address tag attached to it until it reaches its destination.

TCP/IP operates using packet switching. In a very fundamental sense, TCP/IP is just a 

bunch of rules that specify exactly how communication can happen between computers by breaking  

up these messages and moving them around. As explained by Douglas Comer, “In a sense, 

protocols are to communication what algorithms are to computation…a communication protocol  

allows one to specify or understand data communications without depending on detailed knowledge  

of a particular vendor’s network hardware” (Comer 1995). In other words, protocols in this case 

are also layers of abstraction: they allow users or applications to employ big, powerful tools  

without dealing with the little bits that compose those tools—almost like a driving a car or  

operating a buzz saw without manually moving every component at a time.

Figure 1: As packets move along nodes of the network, they have a variety of pathways they can 
take to reach the destination. “Computer History in a Timeline.” Akasha. 20 April 2011.
<http://www.goodfortheearthideas.com/Akasha/computerHistory/ctime19601980.html>, Accessed 
March 2011.
TCP/IP itself is a layered set of protocols, each of them dealing with a lower (or higher as 

traversed) level of abstraction. Before I go any further, I should clarify that TCP/IP are the names 

of the two most important (expansively connective) protocols in what is generally known as the  

Internet Protocol Suite—this is what makes up the protocols within what we know today as the  

Internet.  Funnily enough, the IPS is normally referred to as TCP/IP, so I will describe the general 
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THE POLITICAL NATURE OF TCP/IP

four protocol layers that make up the IPS but I will go into a bit of functional detail when it comes  

to the actual Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol.

The five layers of abstraction in TCP/IP, from the most abstract layer to the least, are 

generally known as the application layer, the transport layer, the Internet (or network) layer, the  

data link layer, and finally the physical (or access, for the purposes of this paper) layer (Yoo 2011, 

11-15) (Braden 1989). Each layer (except the Internet layer) can and does contain a number of 

protocols that perform certain functions designated to that layer, but in different ways. The 

Application layer protocols are those that allow communication between computers when  

performing what we see as traditional tasks, including SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) for 

email, FTP (File Transfer Protocol) for file transfer and Telnet for remote login (Hedrick 1987, 1). 

These, among all applications protocols for moving particular kinds of information on layered 

networks, all rely on the lower level functions provided by the other layers. They essentially take  

for granted the transmission capabilities the next level provides, handing off whatever information  

they wish to move in a designated format to TCP. 

 

Figure 2: This illustration shows the conventional four-layered Internet Protocol Suite, and the 
direction that layers communicate when moving data from host to host.  “How Encapsulation 
Works Within the TCP/IP Model.”  27 Jan. 2008 < http://learn-networking.com/tcp-ip/how-
encapsulation-works-within-the-tcpip-model >, Accessed March 2011.

The Transport layer contains middle level protocols in the Internet Protocol Suite, such as  
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TCP. As put by Rutgers researcher Charles Hedrick, TCP “is responsible for breaking up the 

message into datagram’s [sic] (those pieces used for packet-switching), reassembling them at the 

other end, resending anything that gets lost, and putting things back in the right order” (5). TCP is 

a set of rules used to manipulate these datagrams before and after they travel out along the 

network’s lines using IP. Datagrams are commonly referred to as packets, though the two don’t 

really mean the same thing—a packet is “physical”, appearing on wire, while a datagram just 

refers to a unit of data (4). But in this paper, the terms are interchangeable.

‘Internet’ is the next layer down, where the IP resides as the sole protocol. IP take the 

packets that TCP (or other protocols on this layer) hands it and transmits them according to the  

address that TCP stamped on the packet. IP must function with each host having its own unique  

address in a global setting (Comer 1995, 59). In a nutshell, the job of IP sounds simple but when it 

works with large, complex networks, the IP (in conjunction with routing tables) takes care of  

multiple routes and compatibilities (Hedrick 7).3 

The next layer of the Internet Protocol Suite, the data link layer (also including the physical  

layer depending on the representation) contains protocols that determine how packets (known as  

frames at this level) move about in a particular autonomous system.4 The Internet (even by name) 

is a great conglomerate of networks with different sizes, protocols, and even different materials. For 

example, one of the most popular networking technologies today, Ethernet, is a broadcast protocol  

on this layer (Yoo 2011, 14).

The final layer (physical or access) is where much of the abstraction is stripped off and 

even more of the uniqueness of the specific network comes into play. This layer provides an 

interface between the IP’s commands and the actual hardware doing the movement (Denardis 

2009, 7). These are the protocols that allow transmission of datagrams on a particular network. 

33 “A routing table is used by TCP/IP network routers to calculate the destinations of messages it is responsible for 
forwarding. The table is a small in-memory database managed by the router's built-in hardware and software.” 
Depending on the size of the network, the computers that store these routing tables must keep track of just a few to 
hundreds of thousands of possible routes, calculated with a list of IP addresses (Mitchell 2012).
44 Autonomous systems (ASes) are network organizations/companies that maintain collections of routers. They can be 
large backbone providers, consumer-facing providers (such as Comcast), and organizations such as Penn that provide 
access to members. As entities with different goals, there are economic relationships based on traffic flow between 
these systems—for example, Penn pays an regional network conglomerate named MAGPI for Internet access, and 
MAGPI probably pays a backbone network to send traffic over long distances (Kearns 2011).
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THE POLITICAL NATURE OF TCP/IP

There are a variety of technologies that are possible on this layer, seeing as how there are a variety 

of ways to move data and maintain networks. But since this is beyond the scope of this paper,  

which focuses on the layers that make movement between the networks possible, any questions are  

deferred to Chapter 2 of the popular engineering text Interconnections by software engineer Radia 

Perlman.

As stated before, the two layers of most importance in this paper are the Transport layer 

and the Internet layer, and TCP/IP are the protocols (for the most part) that connect the multiple  

networks that make up today’s Internet. TCP is involved in prepping and controlling packets and  

IP provides the means to travel. I will walk through their functions in a little more detail, using  

simple text graphics slightly modified from those used by researcher Charles Hedrick in a 1988 

summary of TCP/IP for students. His illustrations demonstrate how the packets are segmented, sent, 

received, and checked through protocol, and the basic functions of TCP/IP he explains are much 

the same today as they were in 1988.

First, imagine a data stream, some information a computer wants to send to another, as this:  

******************. The TCP will first chop the data into pieces, as large as possible after  

considering the capabilities of the networks that are involved. So now the stream looks something  

like this: *** *** *** *** *** ***. Next, the TCP will put its own little message at the head of  

each of these pieces: T*** T*** T*** T*** T*** T***. This header contains the information that  

allows TCP to reassemble the packets in order at the receiving end, as well as check for missing or 

damaged packets. Packets in this format are sent back and forth between the communicating 

machines, and through them the machines tell each other if messages were received, the correct 

ordering of packets, and the parts of the actual communication. Of course, there are a lot of nitty-

gritty details when it comes to this process (such as the other pieces of the header, the port  

specifications for making virtual circuits, and some of the special functions for speed of transfer), 

but in a nutshell, this is what TCP does (Comer 1995, 192 - 198). 

Imagine these packets at the time of deployment from TCP: T*** T*** T*** T*** T*** 

T***. They are then handed off to the Internet Protocol layer, and the IP will only concern itself  
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with the destination address in the TCP header, and so after taking a look, it adds its own header:  

IT*** IT*** IT*** IT*** IT*** IT***. This header has bits of information like the source and 

destination addresses, the type of protocol that handed the packet off (remember, IP can support  

various other protocols as a lower-level protocol), and more information about the packet that  

allows IP to make sure that nothing is lost or damaged in travel. For example, there are other parts 

of the header such as the flags and fragment offset that keep track of packets’ contents if they 

have to be subdivided again (Hedrick 1987, 6 - 7).  Yet the simple, unassuming nature of IP as a 

carrier and nothing more is a good description of its overall capabilities. So together, TCP/IP is 

what allows information to be transferred in such an all-encompassing manner, geography and 

differing network standards aside.

Figure 3: An illustration of the various headers that are tacked on at each layer in the IPS.
“How Encapsulation Works Within the TCP/IP Model.”  Learn Networking. 27 January 2008.
<http://learn-networking.com/tcp-ip/how-encapsulation-works-within-the-tcpip-model>
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THE POLITICAL NATURE OF TCP/IP

Figure 4: An illustration of the five layers of the Internet Protocol Suite, and the direction that layers 
communicate when moving data from host to host. The routers in the middle don’t use the 
application or transport protocols—they only deliver the message using IP on the network layer. 
Colorado State University, CS 551: “Computer and Network Protocols.” 2001. Accessed October 
2011.
< http://www.cs.colostate.edu/~cs551/CourseNotes/Communication/NetworkProts.html>

When each of the protocol layers completes its tasks, the message (and what’s left of the 

added header) is handed up to the next layer, until the message is assembled and fully  

communicated. But where does all of the handing back and forth take place? Figure 4, in addition  

to the following paragraph, illustrate how the middle of the network is a simple transporter, running  

just the lower layers of the Internet Protocol Suite, while the ends of the network experience more  

responsibility and more diversity.

For the purpose of this paper, hosts could be called basically anything that is hooked up to  

the network and has its own IP address. Hosts gets a little more complicated than that—for 

example, there are computers maintaining networks that are called IP hosts, which manage 

addresses for distribution among possibly many computers on their network (Padlipsky 1982). But 

in this context, one could think of hosts as computers that are requesting/receiving information from 

another host, and the routers are the middlemen, the computers in the center of the system that  

convey messages. When it comes to the layered protocols, the routers run the bottom-layer 

protocols—they do not deal with the transport layer or the application layer. We can think of them  

as simply moving the packets, no questions asked, between the smarter hosts, who deal with  

reassembly, error control, formulating a response, breaking it down, and sending it back out on the  

simple singularly functioning middle.

The resulting distribution of responsibilities is often described as a ‘dumb network’, and 

the implications are illustrated in this hourglass shape. The IP, as the uncomplicated middle created  

by the routers’ topmost layers, is kept deliberately simple because it allows the ends of the  

network to diversify (Zittrain 2008, 67-69). In other words, because the IP keeps its demands and 
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function to a minimum, a number of applications as well as network technologies can use this  

transfer system to communicate. TCP (and protocols like UDP, User Datagram Protocol) operate on 

the layer that provides network command and control, taking the service out of the middle. The  

hosts, running these upper layer protocols, have to reassemble packets as well as do damage control

—determining as best they can from the fringes what went wrong if a packet doesn’t arrive, and 

resend or adjust their queries for congestion.

                            

                  

Figure 5: An abstract visualization of the innovation/diversity that is allowed at the 
ends of the network because of the simplicity of its middle. Taken from Jonathan Zittrain’s 
The Future of the Internet. Searls, Doc. “Understanding Infrastructure.” Linux Journal.  19 April 
2008. <http://www.linuxjournal.com/content/understanding-infrastructure >

This is a deliberate design decision; there have been other networks (as will be illustrated in  

the historical overview) that were designed to provide more control from the middle of the network, 

as some postulate, at the cost of innovation on the ends (Wilson). As it turns out, the centralized  

control of the network has also been a hot political topic for decades, reappearing in various  
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THE POLITICAL NATURE OF TCP/IP

historical stand-offs and clashes between builders/users of the network. In fact, the birth of TCP/IP 

was the result of a power change. 

But how do we elucidate the politics behind and built into this system? I’ve decided to  

interrogate history with some STS theories; they might not definitively outline the story and politics  

behind TCP/IP, but they shed light on certain areas of development, and ultimately show that  

protocols and their formation are deeply political in more ways than one.

METHODOLOGY

The reason I've tried to detail some of the functionality of TCP/IP is of an interrogative 

nature: in order to understand an invisible architecture's influence and possible politics, one must  

have a functional understanding it. Penn Law professor Christopher Yoo has alluded to as much in  

a presentation entitled “Layering, Modularity Theory, and Internet Policy”, detailing how current  

Internet policy directives from non-engineers relies on less-than-working knowledge of Internet 

functionality—the result is vague, hard-to-implement policies that many engineers no doubt shrug  

their shoulders at. 

Even Eric Schmidt, the head of superpower search engine Google, has recently stated how 

little many members of Congress understand how the Internet functions, and then try to implement  

what seems like impossible directives. "For every one of these Internet-savvy senators, there's 

another senator who doesn't get it at all. And it's not a partisan issue. It's true in both parties” 

(Cunningham). And this lack of understanding can create unrealistic expectations. As Schmidt put it, 

regulation can “prohibit real innovation, because regulation essentially defines a path to follow—

which by definition has a bias to the current outcome”. Internet engineering, according to Schmidt  

and many other engineers, is a fast and dynamic process—it can’t be directed in the same way as 

other social policies. Yet the interaction between technology and outer society (as well as the inner  

functions of both) must be recognized and understood as much as possible for any sort of effective 

policy to occur.

Trying to get some idea of the mechanisms behind technology and society interaction is a  

daunting process. There are a variety of STS theories available as tools for interrogation, and I 
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though I do not intend on focusing on one theory, I will attempt to show the variety of ways  

politics are a part of protocol systems through several approaches—whether through the 

arrangement of the technology itself or through the politics surrounding its governance and 

development. This is meant to show the variety of ways that technologies and politics can interact. 

There are three main theories I will allude to throughout the upcoming section of TCP/IP history:  

Social Construction of Technology (SCOT), Langdon Winner's artifact politics, and Thomas 

Hughes’ systems theory.

SCOT in the history and sociology of technology was popularized in the 1980s, in part by  

Trevor J. Pinch and Wiebe E. Bijker, both sociologists in science and technology (Bijker 1987, 1). 

In their 1987 joint essay on social constructivism, “The Social Construction of Facts and 

Artifacts”, they detailed a “multidirectional” model for technology selection and development,  

showing how artifacts are contingent on social factors, and how the “successful stages in 

development are not the only possible ones” (28). Thus, SCOT dismisses the notion of fixed  

linear development of technology, and instead posits stages of development and research as well:  

interpretive flexibility, closure, and ‘relating the content of a technological artifact to the wider  

sociopolitical milieu’ (40). These will be explored later in this paper, with TCP/IP as the 

technology in question. 

On the opposite end of the theoretical spectrum is technological determinism, which points  

to the possibility of technology shaping society. In 1986, Langdon Winner published an influential 

article read by every subsequent history of science and technology student. “Do Artifacts Have  

Politics?” asked Winner, and according to him the answer was yes. He claimed, “systems of 

modern material culture can embody specific forms of power and authority” in two major ways: 

through arrangement/adoption or through inherent compatibilities with certain political relationships.  

For the first, he gives a compelling example of the discriminatory politics constructed into the very  

low overpasses of New York’s Long Island; those lower on the socioeconomic ladder (many of 

them non-whites) could not afford travel to the beaches except by bus, and the bridges presented a  

very solid, architectural denial. The other kind of system-embedded politics Winner described is  
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more controversial because of its deterministic nature; he argued that some technologies are 

strongly compatible with and even demand a certain “set of social conditions” (Winner 1986, 

130). One powerful example is the nuclear power—if a society is going to maintain this kind of  

system, its very dangerousness requires a “centralized, rigidly hierarchical chain of command” 

over the technology—something with which democratic societies might struggle (131).  

Thomas Hughes’ systems theory is an attempt to reconcile these opposing ideas of social 

vs. technological determinism by incorporating both at different times during technological  

development. In “The Evolution of Large Technical Systems” (1987), Hughes details how 

technology is always embedded a system, and a young system is deeply shaped by its surroundings,  

often “inaugurated” by “radical inventions” (Bijker 1987, 62). Hughes argues that these 

systems (which are often embedded in larger and larger systems as well) follow a loose pattern that 

changes the direction of influence in the system as it matures (56-57). In other words, technical 

systems tend to be socially constructed in the beginning, but after rough stages of development,  

competition, and consolidation (among others), these systems tend to develop a kind of  

technological momentum (57-59). 

This is Hughes’ incorporation of technological determinism—these systems “have a 

mass of technical and organizational components; they possess direction, or goals; and they display  

a rate of growth suggesting velocity” that look something like autonomy to observers (76). 

Hughes also details how ‘reverse salients’, road blocks arising within a system itself as certain 

components advance and outdate other components, can disrupt this pattern of development.  If they 

cannot be overcome by the system, a new system via radical invention can be born (73-75).

I employ these three methods of inquiry at choice times in the following historical sketch  

because each provides a distinctly different way to view how choices are made about technology.  

Some choices (and their binding effects in the technology) have already been alluded to in the  

previous sections (e.g. the centralization or distribution of network control), but this next section  

aims to shed light on the context of these choices, using insight from Hughes, Pinch, and Winner.
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HISTORY: THE EVOLUTION OF TCP/IP AND ITS ASSOCIATED POLITICS

Much about TCP/IP has remained remarkably the same in the past 30 years (Huston 3). Yet 

this doesn’t mean that anything about the Internet is static—on the contrary, the relatively stable  

existence of TCP/IP is something of an anomaly when compared to other Internet components, and 

has both engineers and policy makers continue to argue in big forums and to big audiences whether  

this is a good or bad thing.5 The following quotes, though neither giving a comprehensive picture of 

Internet development culture or projection, still illustrate some relatively constant themes in TCP/IP

—and overall Internet—evolution.

Speaking from a telecommunications point of view, network consultant Thomas Noelle  

articulated one side of a recurring tension that pops up over and over in recent networking history.  

“The Internet is an important cultural phenomenon, but that doesn't excuse its failure to comply  

with basic economic laws.  The problem is that it was devised by a bunch of hippie anarchists” 

(Nolle 2001). Netheads vs. Bellheads, TCP/IP vs. OSI, X.25 vs. vendor networks—all were 

contexts for disputes about control and management of networks, and will be addressed in later  

portions of this paper. These disputes were also deeply tied to the technical standards of the  

Internet, and the way information is routed. This tension, which is about power at its heart, is  

deeply political in nature, and has led to some interesting characterizations of technologies and  

groups involved in the TCP/IP evolution. This quote also touches on some of the perceived  

embedded principles of TCP/IP, which could be examined using Winner’s ideas of arranged 

politics. 

Speaking from the ‘hippie’ side, computer scientist David Clark coined this mantra of  

the Internet builders in 1992: “We reject kings, presidents, and voting. We believe in rough 

consensus and running code” (Hoffman 2011).  It has characterized much of the subsequent 

discussion that dominates the Internet history, painting it with ideas of utopian development. But  

5 Columbia Law professor Tim Wu coined the term ‘net neutrality’ in 2003, describing one side of current debates 
about the way information flow should be controlled on the Internet. Net neutrality advocates generally argue that the 
government mandate ISPs (internet service providers) to treat all every kind of packet equally, not discriminating based 
on the user or type of transmission—thereby supposedly preserving a platform for innovation. Those against such 
measures cite lack of market freedom and the possible backlash to consumers if flexible pricing is banned (New York 
Times 2010).
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was it really all about the perfect environment? There’s little doubt the Internet origins have  

gained this reputation, such as how it was ultimate meritocracy from the beginning, where nerds  

were born and thrived, where “no one knew if you were a dog”  6 and if a user gave a suggestion, 

it would only be taken for its intrinsic value and not its source. But like any other technology,  

TCP/IP was constructed and maintained with political aims, and itself embodied politics that  

weren’t necessarily egalitarian. After all, looking closely at the David Clark quote, it’s evident  

that engineers rejected that mechanism of democracy and voting, probably for the “partisan 

compromises” and bureaucratic structure they imply (Russell 52 – 53).

Law professor Christopher Yoo pointed out in February 2011 that the Internet arose from 

an experimental context: “[The Internet’s] layered model evolved during the design process 

through experimentation and compromise rather than a precommitment [sic] to a particular set of 

principles. [This process] of implementation and experimentation is responsible for much of its  

success” (Yoo 2011, 25-26). Its original intended purposes were nothing like what it is used for 

now, and perhaps this malleable nature still exists. Could this also mean that Internet governance is  

something not set in stone as well? Such an analysis follows from the main thrust behind SCOT:  

there are multidirectional paths technologies can take, dependent on their incumbent and shaping  

social groups. 

Echoing the sentiments of Christopher Yoo but in a wholly technical setting, Internet  

pioneer Jon Postel wrote this introduction to a popular network engineering text in the 1990s:  

“Like all communications systems, the TCP/IP protocol suite is an unfinished system. It is  

evolving to meet changing requirements and new opportunities” (Comer 1995, xxi). His 

description of TCP/IP imparts to the technology a sense of autonomy, evolving as a system in 

response to contextual changes. Such rhetoric can indicate that the technology seems self-

determining even to its original creators—similar to Hughes’ description of the momentum of 

established systems. TCP/IP has not remained wholly the same over the years. Perhaps its basic 

6 In the July 5, 1993 issue of The New Yorker, Peter Steiner published a cartoon of two dogs discussing the beautiful 
anonymity the Internet can provide. The result was a catch phrase for discussion of the various implications of online 
anonymity (Steiner 1993). 
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capabilities have stayed consistent, but the uses of the Internet, the people who are involved with it,  

and the organizations behind its design have been in flux. This next section will attempt to examine  

both major technical and contextual evolutions of TCP/IP from its roots to the present day.

The history and projection of TCP/IP here will roughly be divided into five sections: the  

setting and precursors, the invention and formation of basic TCP/IP, its competition and 

popularization, TCP/IP during the commercialization of the Internet, and a look at some current  

political and technical developments around TCP/IP. Each section, though overlapping in terms of  

chronology, will attempt to historically examine some of the key players shaping TCP/IP, and the  

way TCP/IP has shaped them. (Goldstein 278)

BEGINNING BACKGROUND (1960S)

Paul Baran, as a young engineer, went to work for the Rand (Research AND Development) 

Corporation, a non-profit think tank funded by the United States government in the 1950s.  

Attracting the best minds with autonomy, high salaries, and the ability to influence policy, Rand  

was a go-to for many technology projects (Hounshell). The Cold War was gearing up; this was the 

time of ‘hair-trigger nuclear ballistic systems’. And Baran saw a solution to the need for 

survivable communications—a ‘distributed system’, or what soon became known as packet  

switching (Abbate 11 – 13).

Two men in particular saw this solution around the same time, and for different reasons. 7 

Baran was the first, and decided to devote time to the concept of a network that “was  

independent of centralized command and control” because of worries about a nuclear attack 

(Galloway 5). Packet switching, as a technology that allowed pieces of messages to independently  

find their way to their destinations, was a key feature in his design of 1964. Message switching  

was nothing new, but it had never been proposed in such a way before—Baran wanted intelligent  

7 The history of science is peppered with multiple simultaneous discoveries, leading to the idea societal understanding 
reaches a point where the next breakthrough is primed for discovery. Famous examples include the simultaneous 
discovery of calculus by Sir Isaac Newton and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, the theory of evolution of species by 
Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace, and the multiple discovery of oxygen by more than three people in the 18th 

century. The age of computers has made this phenomenon even more pronounced in the history of technology—such as 
with the simultaneous invention of packet switching (Goldstein 278). 
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nodes, computers rather than telephone switches, that could store the packets and forward them at  

appropriate times, in the right direction. There would be a cost on the system: break up and  

reassembly of the messages would be time-consuming and difficult (Abbate 2000, 10). The tradeoff 

seemed possible in such a Cold War context though—robustness, flexibility, an inability to  

eavesdrop, and actually more efficient use of the network as a whole all combined to make the  

proposals seem feasible. But the plan for Baran’s network was scrapped at his request in the 

1960s. The implementation had been shuffled to the newly created Defense Communications  

Agency; Baran and his backers knew that the organization didn’t have the technical ability to pull  

off such a network, and so they pulled out to protect the reputation of the design. Baran had  

enough control over this idea, in a research yet military context, that he could control its physical  

existence (21).

Around the same time, another researcher across the pond was working on his version of 

packet switching in a much different context. Donald Davies was working at National Physical  

Laboratory in the United Kingdom. The UK was in the midst of fathering technological growth in  

an effort to stay abreast with the rest of the world, and Davies saw packet switching as a way to  

utilize more resources. Time-sharing was the big thing, and in this era of big computers and big 

prices, the ability to share computing power at multiple sites was extremely intriguing. 8 Davies also 

thought of packet switching as ultimately a commercial product, where “packet switching  

networks would compete with other communication systems to attract and serve the business  

users” (29).

Yet the networks that Davies ultimately built could hardly have been called such.  The  

Mark I had one node, and though its follower, the Mark II, stayed in service at NPL in 1986, it  

never reached the heights that the eventual United States packet switching network did. But the  

context for its development was again something unique. When the Defense Advanced Research  

Projects Agency of the United States funded the famous ARPANET, it was officially called the  

8 In the early days of computing, most computing power was located in mainframes, huge, expensive computers that 
were best used by sharing. The prohibitive costs brought about renting of systems as well, and brought about ideas of 
sharing resources using packet-switched networks at both NPL and the ARPANET (Time Magazine 1965).
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first operational packet-switched network. However, it was not built to withstand nuclear attack or  

provide fail-safe communications in the event of nuclear holocaust—this was a research and also a 

resource-sharing tool, but the legacy of Baran’s survivability goals lived on its design (Galloway 

5). 9

 It was 1968 when the plans for ARPANET were submitted to ARPA by program manager 

Larry Roberts, and came back with a $2 million in approval to seek out contractors. The bid was  

given to Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, a firm with ties to the Information Processing Techniques  

Office (a part of ARPA) and also to Honeywell, a computer manufacturer that ended up providing 

the nodes for this new network. By the end of 1969, researches had installed the first four nodes to  

ARPANET (Abbate 39 – 57).

ARPANET also provided a place for development of layered, packed-switching protocols—

the first instantiations were rudimentary to be sure, and not robust enough to handle an expanding  

network, but they no doubt influenced later forms of encapsulation. The transport protocol was  

called NCP, and it ran on the hosts connected through IMPs (Interface Message Processors), the 

Honeywell DDP 516s (a type of computer) that BBN procured as nodes for the ARPANET (Yoo 

2011, 9-12). NCP stands for Network Control Program, though often mislabeled as Network 

Control Protocol because it essentially was protocol. A host would connect with another host via a  

message through NCP called a handshake, and then the two would establish a connection for  

communication. NCP was the protocol between the hosts, overseeing the transfer of information 

(Yoo 2011, 15-17). 

The nodes of the ARPANET were ‘smart’—they maintained the state of the network. 

This means essentially that if a node was lost, a whole connection could be lost (31). Recalling the 

earlier technical section, TCP provides communication between hosts on the edges. According to  

9 The influence of Baran’s fail-safe communications system goals on the ARPANET has been somewhat debated—
Abbate intimates that Baran’s and Davies’ ideas of packet-switching were both used (both were consulted) during 
the construction of ARPANET (36). But ARPANET program manager Larry Roberts has said that ARPANET and the 
idea of a “secure defense network had nothing to do with each other.” It is interesting to note that differing histories 
can be used to prop up a certain idea of the Internet. For example, Roberts’ quote was in the context of defending 
ARPANET as the “future of the science in the world”, and such an artifact could be seen in a more comforting light 
if not seen as a military product (Segaller 1999).
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orthodox beliefs of encapsulation, the TCP header of each packet shouldn’t be touched as it  

moves through routers running IP. In this way, the actual nodes in the network are blind to  

congestion and/or failures—the smart ends of the network take responsibility, and the ‘dumb’ 

middle can do its job simply and efficiently (Clark 1988, 108). 

With NCP and the first incarnation of the ARPANET, there was no dumb middle—the 

IMPs as minicomputers kept copies of packets until receiving confirmation that the packets had 

successfully been sent to the next node on their journey to the destination host (Abbate 67). This  

was a network that, in contrast to those characterized by TCP/IP, placed much more emphasis on 

reliability and control of the network in the middle. Scientists were the ones using and creating the  

network in an effort to share resources, and these two reliability and control were priorities.

The year was 1970, and the Network Working Group was the name for some individuals  

informally outlining the NCP protocols and discussing network architecture. Loosely brought  

together in 1968 by various DARPA project leaders such as Vint Cerf, the group began to guide  

the process of creating the ARPANET. They built a system for developing and publishing their  

consensuses (still in existence today, known as Requests for Comment), and the organization has  

served as a template for current Internet protocol setters such as the Internet Advisory Board, ISOC, 

and especially the Internet Engineering Task Force (“30 Years…”). Interestingly enough, this 

was an organization that almost didn’t make it past adolescence. Early on in ARPANET 

development, Lawrence Roberts considered turning the NWG over to a professional research group. 

But even at this stage, it was apparent that the sense of community and the users-as-creators aspect 

of networking were beneficial. He decided to let the users work their way through their network  

(Abbate 2000, 73). 

The technical details of the ARPANET illustrate the ‘rough consensus and running 

code’ nature of this precursor to the Internet. During 1969, the NWG spread the word using 

RFCs, icons for the sheen of community effort that has glossed many conceptualizations of this  

new space. The RFCs contain many snapshots of Internet culture and development from their  

beginning, as well as documentation of the evolution of TCP/IP. The very name itself—Request 
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For Comment—does not denote authority or control. These are electronic archives documenting  

Internet technical development, from protocols to technical procedures to curious jokes inside the  

large community that has constituted Internet expansion since 1969 (Denardis 2009, 26). 

The researchers and graduate students who first began to flesh out ARPANET (both in 

terms of purpose and technical specifications) wrote informal memos to each other, sending out 

photocopies until the memos migrated to digital format on the very network they were constructing.  

But today, these memos are seen as the official, formal documentation of Internet protocol 

standards. TCP/IP specification and tutorials reside in many RFCs, from some initial descriptions of  

TCP (RFC 761) to tutorials (RFC 1180) to congestion control modifications (RFC 5681). Another  

familiar name, Jon Postel, was the archivist of the RFCs until his death, and the thousands of  

documents (some very technical, some dreams of Internet future, some consisting of meeting 

minutes, and some just for April Fool’s Day)10 are now available online for anyone to peruse. 

Stephen Crocker, another big name in Internet culture, was the first writer of RFCs and the 

one who tentatively entitled them as such, afraid of possibly upsetting the military funders.  In a  

fairly recent opinion piece for the New York Times, he put into words the idea of Internet culture  

that the RFCs have helped perpetuate and even idealize. “This was the ultimate in openness in  

technical design and that culture of open process was essential in enabling the Internet to grow and  

evolve as spectacularly as it has” (Crocker 2009). With such descriptive rhetoric of its past as 

well as its history of anonymity and supposedly low barriers to entry for start-ups, the Internet has  

become something of a cognate for freedom and democracy in the eyes of many of its users. But 

TCP/IP itself has a history of power struggles embedded in its design that might make one hesitate 

to call the formation of the Internet a beginning of a utopia of meritocratic civil society.

But when it comes to methodological inquiry, even the first few years of ARPANET, 

before the advent of TCP/IP, were very influential. From a Hughesian perspective, it’s important 

to note that the ARPANET arose from namely military and academic systems. As Hughes puts it,  

10 A techie take on the Jabberwocky entitled Arpawocky, published in 1973, was forever enshrined in Internet culture 
and history by becoming RFC 527. No doubt the engineer who wrote this poem had some frustrating times in his work 
with the early NCP/IMP architecture of the ARPANET (Merryman 1973).
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“systems nestle hierarchically like a Russian Easter egg into a pattern of systems and 

subsystems” (Hughes 54). 

The political nature of these two enveloping and overlapping systems, even if just from 

their virtue as cultural artifacts, would have an effect on the burgeoning ARPANET. For example,  

there has long been debate about the distortional effects of the Cold War and American military  

involvement in the direction of science. (See footnote 9.) This military distortion can of course be  

viewed as a push for weapons-conducive science rather than peacetime technological development,  

but it is often more nuanced than that. “Even in the beginning days of RAND, an organizational  

culture that prized intellectual curiosity and independence” began to permeate government-funded  

research institutions (Hounshell 1985, 242). There’s little doubt such meritocratic values were 

present in ARPA since Baran (as well as Davies) contributed to ARPANET development. Here the 

possible foundations for the meritocratic, nitty-gritty nature of the Network Working Group and  

subsequent organizations are visible.

One of the most powerful aspects of the Hughesian pattern for systems development is an 

early tendency towards social construction. Indiana University researchers Junghoon Kim and 

Tomoaki Watanabe wrote an excellent SCOT analysis of early Internet development, and they  

claim that the eventual distributed nature of the ARPANET was not a “natural course of  

development…nor was it a necessary requirement of the diffused network to use a packet switching 

protocol”. Instead, they argue that the packet switching, diffused Internet is a “product of  

historical contingencies” (Kim 2002, 282). The opportunities to demonstrate TCP/IP are what 

eventually set it apart, and those opportunities arose from the military-industrial-academic setting of  

ARPANET. This next historical section includes some elements that demonstrate how TCP/IP (and 

the Internet overall) was still affected by military aims and how consensus was created to fit certain  

desires for power distribution.

INVENTION/FORMATION (1973 - 1983)

The ARPANET began to grow in size and inspire similar networks quickly after it became 
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operational. Funding was in large supply, and researchers as users flocked to assist in development  

of standards and protocols (Comer 1995, 6). The first incarnation of TCP/IP came with a paper by 

Vint Cerf in 1973, previously quoted in the technical overview. “A Partial Specification for an  

International Transmission Protocol” first proposed that host computers do the work of breaking 

messages into chunks and reassembling them, rather than each computer (SIGCOMM 1999).

The ideas in that paper that would soon become TCP/IP were refined and published by 

Cerf and fellow researcher Robert Kahn, and in it they established a basic system for gateways and 

uniform protocols between networks (Yoo 2011, 27). The idea of networking was spreading, but for 

the most part, these networks were separate entities, running on their own protocols and/or medium.  

What kind of protocol could run on all networks, whether they used radio transmission or solid  

wires or even satellite broadcasting? And how would such diverse networks communicate? It was  

also in the early 1970s that Cerf brought together a group of researchers involved with the network 

to attack such questions (Abbate 2000, 127). This group ultimately came to a consensus on some 

important network principles—namely, that ARPANET was to become a dumb network with  

TCP/IP. 

But this consensus was somewhat tailored. In her excellent footnotes for Inventing the 

Internet, historian Janet Abbate describes how BBN (the manufacturer of the IMPs, the middle 

computers of the smart ARPANET) was excluded from this first group of Internet builders, greatly 

in part because they would have most likely argued for a continuation of the smart network, one  

that provided reliability in the middle. Because of its history in constructing much of early  

ARPANET, other network contributors felt BBN had too much power over Internet architecture.  

“Thus, a new network architecture may have been seen as a chance to re-negotiate the balance of 

control among ARPANET participants” (223). 

 Hearkening back to the quotes at the beginning of this historical section, here is evidence  

of the experimental yet political nature of the Internet. Even before TCP/IP was built, there was a  

tension between those involved about how the network should be constructed—should it be smart  

(controlled in the middle) or open (control on the edges)? Also, here is evidence that researchers  
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could change major architectural principles years into its operation, though with ideas of both  

technical improvements and political power. It suggests a kind of consensus, one that didn’t give  

equal voice to every view but created a majority movement through rough consensus. 

These were the early days of TCP/IP, and consensus and experimentation were easier to 

establish because the people involved were relatively few. The malleability of the system by human  

actors at this point coincides with the rough pattern of technological development Hughes put forth

—social construction is more evident when the system is relatively young, and these changes in the  

direction of the network could be spurred by political reverse salients. The exclusion of a group  

with differing goals also jives with a general SCOT analysis—design flexibility led to the choice of  

one design (and thus a certain set of goals) over the other. One can also think of this as a moment  

when a choice was made about the politics of a system, and then the system was arranged to 

embody them—one example is Robert Moses’ bridges as described by Winner. But participation 

and technologies were growing and evolving; the system was maturing.

The year 1975 was a busy one for networking. Telenet, touted as the first packet-switched 

commercial network and developed by BBN, linked seven US cities by August (Mathison 1975, 

24). In January, the Altair 8800 (widely recognized as the first personal computer) was introduced 

to the United States—and the growing ranks of hackers were gaining serious attention from the 

government because of subsequent security fears (Abbate 138). Three networks quickly gaining 

users, PRNET, ARPANET, and SATNET, were soon to become relevant parts of the history of 

TCP/IP. PRNET was a packet-radio network, a packet-switching network using a broadcast 

mechanism. SATNET was another broadcast network, but based off of satellites. And ARPANET 

generally used physical wires, leased from telephone companies (120-131). 

Renewed interest from the military in mobile, survivable communication, specifically for  

the battlefield, also contributed to the push for connecting these networks (Russell 2006, 49). 

Networking was becoming more of a viable public technology, no longer just the area of  

researchers running experiments. There was a new motivation for something like TCP/IP emerging: 

the autonomy of networks—each could be separate and tailored for a purpose, but still connected  
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into a giant internetwork. In other words, the military wished to have distance from those  

researchers constantly experimenting on a network (Abbate 2000, 142-144). The DCA (Defense 

Communications Agency) took over the ARPANET project in 1975, an indication that this  

technology was reaching military usability and was no longer so much in the research domain. It  

was in 1976 that the DCA began to look for a way to connect ARPANET and AUTODIN II (a  

military communications network) without having each influence the inner workings of the other  

(McKenzie 2011, 365-367). TCP/IP (though only known as TCP at this point) was picked up. As 

Abbate details it, the choice of this protocol was one based in pragmatism—TCP was the only  

thing available (139).

Successful demonstration of TCP through those three diverse networks (SATNET, PRNET, 

and ARPANET) followed in 1977 (131). From here, the government launched something of a 

campaign and mandate for this protocol. ARPA began to fund implementations of TCP in various  

operating systems. UNIX was a standard operating system for university departments, and as BBN 

and Berkeley bundled TCP/IP capabilities and applications in its kernel, the academic world was  

infiltrated (Comer 1995, 7). Many understood the value of increased network membership, and 

early on the standards, documentation, and ultimately creation of TCP/IP were open—there were  

no proprietary controls on them. As put by Cerf in 1990, “TCP turned out to be the open protocol  

that everybody had a finger in at one time or another” (Cerf 1993). These two factors, along with 

the fact that the US government was providing funding for networks that conformed to TCP/IP, 

pushed along the TCP/IP’s growth (Comer 1995, 6). As early as 1972, the “killer application” 

of email was causing explosive growth on the networks running on TCP/IP (Maathius 2003).

One such reason was pressure from the United States government. Though the Internet is 

often historically painted as a bottom-up technology in terms of development, it’s clear that the  

government did have a significant effect on its direction. It was around 1982 that Vint Cerf and  

Dave Lynch began to strategically fiddle with the Internet switch, at the behest of the deadline set  

by the Department of Defense. It was a moment of SCOT “decisive closure” for the technology

—some flexibility in terms of alternative protocols and alternative developers was lost at this  
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directive when TCP/IP became a mandate (Kim 2002, 284). Many hail January 1, 1983 as the true 

birthday of the Internet with the widespread movement of all government-controlled networks to  

the new TCP/IP standard (Jaffe 2002).  Despite some military and research network separations, the 

Internet as a giant collection of networks held together by TCP/IP was rapidly expanding and 

would soon become a large part of civil society. 

Throughout this time, the human organizations behind ARPANET were growing as well.  

The NWG began to expand and evolve, serving as the predecessor to a number of Internet 

architecture organizations that exist today. Cerf helped formalize the NWG into the ICCB (Internet  

Configuration Control Board) in 1979 at the behest of ARPA,  “chaired by David Clark to assist  

ARPA in the planning and execution of the TCP/IP suite” (Cerf 1993). The ICCB began to 

expand to include researchers on the network without direct ties to ARPA. By 1984, ICCB became  

the IAB (Internet Advisory Board), which created a number of task forces to include the growing 

number of participants and keep discussions productive. The board was comprised of the heads of  

each of these task forces, elected by the chairman, and created a kind of “council of elders” 

(Russell 52). 

Perhaps the best known of these task forces is the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). 

From its first meeting in 1986, the IETF has taken on a particular sheen of that ubiquitous ‘rough 

consensus and running code’ for its work with protocol development and its tri-annual community  

meetings. Over time, the IAB came to stand for Internet Architecture Board, and fell under the 

stewardship of ISOC (The Internet Society), a non-profit that arose in 1992 from the efforts of Vint 

Cerf to “provide leadership in Internet related standards, education, and policy.” 11 Today, there 

are a number of standards and architecture organizations, but ISOC and the IAB could be seen as 

the council of elders, maintaining large masses of network engineers producing through this process 

of ‘rough consensus and running code’ (Russell 52). 

11 As quoted from the official description on the Internet Society’s website (Internet Society 2011).
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COMPETITION, POPULARIZATION, AND POLITICS (1983 – 1992)

Around 1975, when networks were barely becoming commercial ventures, various 

telecommunication companies (telcos) decided to create a number of public data networks  

(PDNs)12. Because comparable struggles over the political power of protocols would soon reach 

TCP/IP and the growing Internet, a non-TCP/IP example of one of these public networks will be 

detailed here.

IBM (International Business Machines, an American computer manufacturer) was making 

much of the actual hardware for these public data networks, so they were also in a position to  

maintain a firm proprietary grasp on protocols. This caused the telcos and IBM to square off over 

standards on public data networks—the telcos wanted an open standard for obvious reasons: they  

didn’t want to be locked in to a relationship with a manufacturer through difficulties with  

compatibility (Abbate 152 -157). 

This is one result of proprietary protocols; they take away power from consumers by 

narrowing their choices in products.  This dynamic led to the creation of X.25 by telcos, an  

interface between users and packet-switched networks that operated by opening virtual circuits (a  

system where the packet-switched network mimics a circuit switched environment) between hosts  

(Anker 2005). It gave network operators, rather than hosts, control. These public data networks 

were designed as public utilities. So in a strange way, X.25 embodied a goal and an opposite to the  

purported democratic, innovative sheen of TCP/IP: it was a smart (controllable) network but an 

open-standard network (Russell 52). X.25 was just one of many telcos and company-backed 

network constructions emerging in the ‘70s and ‘80s. IBM’s SNA, Apple’s Appletalk, and 

the virtual circuit architecture ATM (developed to transport data as well as voice) were all network  

technologies around the time of the ARPANET (Abbate 2000, 149).

Such concern for proprietary power was one of the reasons that TCP/IP was designed 

12 A PDN generally refers to a network that is available for use by companies and consumers outside an   organization, 
and is usually contrasted with a voice network. Public networks in the nineteenth century were primarily data 
(telegraphs carrying tapped messages encoded in dots and dashes), but by the middle of the twentieth century, most of 
these networks carried voice. One fundamental difference between data and voice networks is the use of circuit 
switching for voice, and packet switching for data (Wheen 2010, 113-115).
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through ‘rough consensus and running code’ as well. The next part of this section illustrates that  

protocol choice, even when technical and design differences aren’t particularly different, can still  

be used to maintain or create certain power structures. This is a good set up for the initial history  

of OSI vs. TCP/IP, a story that could be more about control than about technical aspects of the  

protocols.

OSI stands for Open Systems Interconnection, and it is a reference model for network 

protocols. Essentially, it is a technique for classifying network activity into seven layers (rather than  

TCP/IP’s five), adding two layers (presentation and session) to the transport layer of TCP/IP. 

Developed through an international standards-setting organization, OSI has become the regular way 

for engineering students to learn about layering (Humphrys n.d.). This organization is the ISO, 

which stands for a word in Greek that means ‘equal’, but now officially refers to the 

International Organization for Standardization (Galloway 2004, 129). After being formed post-

WWII to navigate the increasingly international and commercial nature of Internet standard ISO 

extended its influence and efforts to network protocol standards, beginning in the 1970s  (Russell 

2006, 52).

Many of the same tensions evident in the creation of X.25 were behind the creation of OSI. 

Abbate cites the jurisdictional divides between countries as well as the “complex web of interest  

groups” as the forces behind a “Babel of competing and incompatible standards” (152). A few 

examples include business network architectures such as SNA (Systems Network Architecture) from 

IBM, DNA (Digital Network Architecture) from Digital Equipment Corporation, and DSA 

(Distributed Systems Architecture) from Honeywell (Maathius 2003, 164). As the push for 

internetworking began in the 1970s, so did a push for openness in standards—easy compatibility  

meant no proprietary standards on the shared layers. This meant that computer manufacturers would 

be losing market power, but consumers/users would be gaining it. OSI was just an effort to jump-

start this large-scale compatibility in a top-down effort. That being said, the ISO wasn’t an 

organization that moved proactively—usually, it waited for a de facto standard to emerge before 

stamping it official (Galloway 2004, 129-130). But because of the quick development of proprietary 
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standards (as evidenced by X.25), ISO began work on its own standards. 

Figure 5: Showing the similarity in layering between OSI and the IPS.  The host-to-network layer 
includes the data link layer and physical layer. Some TCP/IP models only display four layers. 
Humphrys, Mark. “OSI Stack vs. Internet (TCP/IP) Stack.” Dublin City University.
<http://www.computing.dcu.ie/~humphrys/Notes/Networks/intro.html>

OSI was first released as a simple reference model (pictured above), no actual protocols 

attached, in the late ‘70s (Russell 2006, 52). At this time, TCP/IP was already in network 

experiment mode, and by the time that this reference model made it through the standards  

committee, ARPANET and all US government supported networks were already on TCP/IP. One 

major difference in the rates of development lay in the opposing organizational approaches for  

development; TCP/IP could easily be described as a grass-roots effort, with engineers as 

participants in it construction rather than members. OSI came from a more top-down approach, 

“populated by representatives from national governments” and running on formal 

representational processes (Russell 52). OSI slowly developed its standards, breaking the problem 

into abstract-to-concrete pieces: developing a reference model, architecture, specifications, and 

finally actual protocols (Day 2005, 1334).

Though its slow development was a hindrance to its adoption, OSI had the might of several  

European nations behind it, as well as the United States (Denardis 2009, 37). The GOSIP standard 

(Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile), a version of OSI, was developed in 1988 for  
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US federal agencies; network administrators were mandated to procure compliant products by 1990.  

However, procure did not mean exclusively use, and like many TCP/IP network administrators  

throughout the US, even government employees continued to use the original Internet protocols.  

GOSIP was abandoned in 1994, and the action was indicative of the state of the OSI movement  

(Russell 2006, 53-56). As mentioned before, the OSI reference model is now best known as a 

popular way to teach engineering students about layering. TCP/IP went on to become the de facto  

standard for the Internet we know today.

“The purpose of OSI is to allow any computer anywhere in the world to communicate  

with any other” (Day 2005, 1335). Wasn’t this one of the key goals of OSI from the start? How 

did this technology, so similar that TCP could have been the official protocol for the transport layer  

of OSI and backed by international governmental support, not take over for TCP/IP? The answer is  

complex because the clash between TCP/IP and OSI has been interpreted variously.

The first and most common explanation is one of pragmatism and entrenchment. Historians 

James Gillies and Robert Cailliau, describing the European CERN laboratory’s involvement in the  

Internet, provide the mental processes of many network managers who’d committed to OSI in 

their book How the Web Was Born. The managers waited for a few years for working protocols 

that never came, but all of their major computers ran on TCP/IP—US manufacturers had been 

including these protocols to their products for years. Finally, in 1988, CERN began to run TCP/IP,  

becoming a major site of Internet traffic for Europe (Gillies 2000, 87-89). This was a common 

story with network managers, computer manufacturers, and Internet users around the world—

TCP/IP was the only usable option. As put by Jon Postel, “The availability of the basic and  

detailed information of these protocols, and the availability of the early implementations of them,  

has had much to do with their current widespread use” (Comer 1995, xxvi). Such low-level user 

choices obviously had an effect on which technology won out. TCP/IP had contextual appeals,  

including its running code, but also the power of network effects was on its side. Because networks  

are all about communication, the more people that use them, generally the more valuable they  

become. Think about a fax machine—as just one machine with no connections, it is useless. But  
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once it is connected to another machine, it becomes useful. So it is with all communication  

networks, and the TCP/IP Internet is no exception (Sundararajan 2006).

The presence of such contingent motivations for adopting TCP/IP (rather than just for its 

technological superiority) has led some historians and economists to speculate if TCP/IP won out  

because of some sort of lock-in effect. Lock-in in this context refers to a situation where a 

dominant technology becomes so simply because of its earlier entry into a market, and it can 

possibly “prevent higher quality products from entering the market” (Maathius 2003, 162). Given 

the implementation issues with OSI (a lack of running, easily compatible standards for years) and 

the capacity issues with TCP/IP (limits in addressing and routing), it’s clear neither technology 

was perfect at the time of competition (168-169). This is again a gray area, where the differing 

values of network builders could influence whether or not they believe decentralized TCP/IP  

routing is superior.

But lock-in isn’t the only way to examine socially contingent technology choices. Because  

of the cumbersome bureaucratic processes of ISO, protocols couldn’t be developed any faster…

and this leads into the second, more socially based explanation for one of the reasons behind  

OSI’s failure: Internet builders were afraid of losing their power. In the early 1990s, the IAB 

began to think about replacing a piece of the Internet Protocol Suite with an OSI protocol, the  

CLNP (ConnectionLess Network Protocol). As revealed in RFC 1347, the technical reasoning was  

to replace TCP and UDP (another transport layer protocol) with a protocol with a capability for  

bigger addresses (Callon 1992). Also, it would somewhat satisfy demands for standardization from 

the ISO. 

But before the proposal went before the IETF community, the IETF participants 

unceremoniously found out from a press leak and the backlash ensued.  It seems there was already 

some resentment of the top-down approach and formalization embodied in an organization such as  

ISO, but now IETF contributors felt as if the IAB was disregarding the principles the Internet had 

been founded on—rough consensus and running code. (Russell 2006, 54-56) In fact, this is the 

context where this very popular phrase arose. David Clark gave a speech to the hundreds of irate  
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IETF participants at their 24th meeting in 1994, entitled “A Cloudy Crystal Ball”, that roused 

and assured the Internet community that the proposal would be withdrawn and the grassroots nature  

of Internet construction would continue (Denardis 2009, 43-46). 

There are other arguments for the victory of TCP/IP, including one for the selfishness of 

computer manufacturers. Early in the development of OSI, Vint Cerf had submitted TCP as the 

protocol for the transport layer, but it was rejected because the standard setters were afraid it would  

give American manufacturers an edge since they had been working with TCP/IP for years (Abbate 

2000, 174). Manufacturers obviously went through similar lines of thought. Derek Barber, a 

researcher at NPL, put it like this: “The upper layers [of the OSI model] were to do with the way 

computers communicate, and the big manufacturers of computers had their own way of doing it.  

They didn’t want success and that’s why we never got agreement on the upper four layers” 

(Gillies 2000, 89). From this perspective, as Denardis put it, TCP/IP might have helped determine 

which technology companies succeeded. 

In December 1991, the IETF offered up an RFC entitled “Towards the Future Internet 

Architecture” suggesting possible directions for the network’s evolution, recognizing that current  

trends (increasing network growth) were putting a strain on the fundamental architecture of the 

Internet. In this same paper, they formally defined the Internet as anything that runs over IP (D. a. 

Clark 1991). It is a broad and perhaps undiscerning definition to be sure, often excluding email and 

disconnected components, but it was a striking verbal pronouncement of the technology’s growing  

momentum. Perhaps Hughes would see this as the beginning of the end for TCP/IP’s younger, 

more socially constructed days. This next section details more about that growing momentum, as  

the Internet crossed into commercialism, exploded in size, and arguments over its inner architecture 

continued. 
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TCP/IP DURING THE INTERNET EXPLOSION AND COMMERCIALIZATION (1992 – 

2000S)

One of the motives for attempting to bring a piece of OSI into the Internet protocols came 

about in 1990, when network engineers began to realize that the Internet could literally run out of  

room (Denardis 2009, 140).  As explained in the technical portion on TCP/IP, each IP address 

(running on the fourth version of IP) must be unique, and early designers allocated 32 bits (units of  

representation) for these addresses. This means that there are 232 possible addresses, or about 4.3 

billion, on the current instantiation of IP. (Most people on the Internet today use IPv4, or IP  

version 4.) 

Figure 6: The rapid growth of the Internet, reaching over a billion by 2009. Ashant Chalasani. 
Euroblaze OXID e-Commerce User Blog. 5 September 2010. Accessed December 2011.
< http://oxid-blog.euroblaze.de/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/growth-of-internet-users-1995-20092.png >

In the 1970s and 1980s, this no doubt seemed like a vast number, but with the number of  

devices and humans accessing the network exploding, it became clear that soon 4.3 billion would  

not be enough (142). The graph above shows the explosion of users in just five years, once the 

Internet backbone was released by NSF to private corporations, and commercial transactions 

became allowed online. Within half a decade, the number of Internet users had grown from maybe 
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50 million to 2 billion. It surely is a testament to the scalability of TCP/IP that it was able to  

handle such an increase.

RFC 1347 proposed that TCP and UDP could be run over CLNP with bigger addresses in 

June 1992 to combat looming shortages (Callon 1992). The rejection of CLNP was the setting for 

the sixth version of IP, a new protocol design that was developed by the IETF in the 1990s. But  

yet again, as Denardis documents in Protocol Politics, “protocol selection became power 

selection” (25). The beginning of the search for a new protocol with more addressing capability  

was pointed firmly in the direction of IP, at least in name. After the CLNP was roundly rejected by  

the IETF for its association with an international top-down organization (the ISO), the alternative  

protocol, not yet decided upon, was named IPng. Such a name was a predictor of who would  

maintain control, and what politics this replacement would maintain. 

Three proposals for IPng were submitted: SIPP, CATNIP, and TUBA (the original CLNP 

that caused such a fuss in the OSI vs. TCP showdown). An IPng Directorate was assembled that 

included members from IBM (the computer manufacturer), CERN (a European nuclear research 

organization), and Cisco (an American network technology corporation) among others (59). It was 

clear that IPng would not be a piece of the repealed OSI, and meeting minutes from a 1993 ‘IP 

decide’ meeting shed some light on why it might have been included in the three options in the  

first place—participants were worried about the possible legal repercussions if they apparently 

rejected TUBA on nontechnical grounds (53). 

Richard Woundy, a network engineer who implemented GOSIP standards on the NSFnet  

backbone in the early '90s, recalled something of a similar dynamic. He asserts that the GOSIP 

implementation, at least from his side, was more to show compliance with a policy than anything  

else (Woundy 2011). Furthermore, RFC 1454 documents how the search for a new protocol had 

become something of a process to repair the IETF, rather than a search for the technically best 

protocol (Denardis 2009, 52). T. Dixon, the RFC author, wrote “Despite the few opportunities for 

major change of this sort within the Internet, the need for speed of development and low risk have  

led to the proposals being incremental, rather than radical, changes to well-proven existing  
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technology” (Dixon 1993). This way of operating hearkens back to the idea of ‘rough consensus 

and running code’, where quick operability might be prized over long-term design. 

Recall that connection to the Internet, as defined in RFC 1287, is connection via IP (D. a. 

Clark 1991). Denardis hints that the momentum of IP, even just in the power of this definitive  

name, drove the IPng decision. She documents the asymmetry of the decision process—ISO 

objectives were often painted as politics, and IETF objectives as simply technical, and in reality  

both objectives had political and technical elements. The SIPP protocol proposal was presented at  

the next IETF meeting, and officially named IPv6 (60 - 67). 

RFC 2460, published in 1998, describes technical aspects of this new standard. IPv6 uses  

128-bit addresses, creating room form 340 undecillion (3.4 x 1038) unique addresses (Deering 1998). 

Around the same time that IPng was chosen, another network technology was being compared to 

TCP/IP and creating factions—but the tension was another form of network architecture and control  

debates. ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) was developed in the 1970s to carry both data and 

voice messages. It is also a virtual connection technology, similar in relation to the original  

ARPANET’s NCP and the X.25 interface—it creates unbroken, predetermined paths for packets 

to travel (Steinberg 1994, 1 - 4). ATM was chosen by the International Telecommunications Union 

as the standard to carry data and voice traffic at broadband rates.13 Telcos framed ATM as a 

supporting standard for IP (possibly because of the expected IETF reaction to any suggestion of IP 

replacement so soon after the OSI showdown). Though as a lower level, universally agreed upon 

standard, ATM could have been viewed as a usurper of IP lowest common denominator importance 

(3).

The hip technology magazine Wired published an in-depth look at the two camps organized 

for and against ATM in 1996. Those for the technology were called Bellheads and those against  

were known as Netheads.14 Their respective beefs against each other were again about the 

13 Broadband is a term used to describe an Internet connection that has low latency and high data throughput. It is not 
a precise technical term, but more of a descriptor. A widely cited 2006 OECD report defined broadband as having 
“download speeds equal to or faster than 256 kbits/s”  (OECD Broadband Statistics 2006).  
14 “In broad strokes, Bellheads are the original telephone people. They are the engineers and managers who grew up 
under the watchful eye of Ma Bell and who continue to abide by Bell System practices out of respect for Her legacy. 
They believe in solving problems with dependable hardware techniques and in rigorous quality control - ideals that 
form the basis of our robust phone system and that are incorporated in the ATM protocol. Opposed to the Bellheads 
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fundamental architecture of the Internet. “At the heart of the ATM debate is really an older 

argument," said computer scientist and software developer Brian Reid at the time. "It is the debate  

between packet-switching fans and circuit-switching fans; two sides with irreconcilably different  

points of view" (Steinberg 1994, 4). 

The dynamics behind ATM vs. IP (as it was no doubt seen by many) were similar to the 

OSI vs. TCP/IP that they eventually brought about the same result: IP was triumphant, and ATM 

faded into the background. There were technical reasons—data traffic has grown at much higher 

rates than voice, to the point of the Internet subsuming voice networks and sending voice traffic  

over IP (Steinberg, 1997).

Hughes’ concept of technological moment might shed some light on this point in TCP/IP  

history. The relative ease with which IP won out over ATM suggests this system was maturing,  

becoming more self-determining. There were perhaps cultural mindsets that played a part—as social 

groups also mature in the system, they can also contribute to a system’s momentum. Perhaps 

many influential networkers, believing in the open packet switching network and carrying a fresh  

mantra of ‘rough consensus and running code’, added to the inertia of TCP/IP by rejecting other 

forms of organization around the system’s development.

THE MATURATION OF A SYSTEM (TCP/IP TODAY)

Since the late 1990s into the present, TCP/IP and the Internet as a system have seen the 

rise of technical and social problems—some new, some along similar veins as older issues. The 

nature of the network, according to certain critics, is in the midst of change that cannot allow the  

Internet protocols (and the processes that create them) to remain fundamentally the same. Such 

analyses again correspond with Hughes’ rough pattern of technological system development—

systems are made up of various components, and as the system evolves, some of these components 

can fall behind and require revamping. These components, known as reverse salients, can 

are the Netheads, the young Turks who connected the world's computers to form the Internet. These engineers see the 
telecom industry as one more relic that will be overturned by the march of digital computing. The Netheads believe in 
intelligent software rather than brute-force hardware, in flexible and adaptive routing instead of fixed traffic control. It 
is these ideals, after all, that have allowed the Internet to grow so quickly and that are incorporated into IP - the Inter-
net Protocol”(Steinberg, Netheads vs. Bellheads 1994). 
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sometimes halt a system entirely, and set the stage for the evolution of a new system. Each of the  

examples that follow—developmental processes, disregard for technical gentlemen’s agreements, 

and protocol limitations—could be seen as potential reverse salients, and possibly leading to  

changes in Internet functions.

 The Internet development community has seen a lot of growth in the past decade or so.  

Focusing just on the IETF, its membership saw a ten-fold increase between 1986 and 2001 (Simcoe 

2007, 260). Boston University business school professor Timothy Simcoe researched IETF 

slowdown in 2007, showing that “technical complexity, committee structure, and distributional  

conflict are correlated with the duration of the IETF standards setting process”  (262). Simcoe 

details corresponding growth in the organization with the commercialization of the Internet, and a  

majority of those participants holding .com email addresses (denoting commercial affiliation) by 

2010, as opposed to previous majorities of .edu or .org (denoting educational or non-commercial  

organization affiliation). This reflects the overall commercial background of the participants, as  

opposed to academic or organizational (268). But that wasn’t the only change. Between 1992 and 

2000, the median time to develop a standard and publish it as an RFC increased from 198 to 549  

days. Simcoe, through statistical analysis, finds three potential explanations: increased technical  

complexity, growth of IETF in general, and the rise of intra-community conflicts. Though none of  

these variables is enough to explain the total slowdown on its own, they each contribute to the idea  

that the IETF’s bottom-up process of ‘rough consensus and running code’ might not be as 

efficient in a global-wide participatory network (269 – 290).

Such a suggestion, even as it was implied in the architectural baggage of OSI, might 

become more palatable in the future as emerging Internet technologies begin to take more and more 

tolls on the existing network. Of course, the limits of TCP/IP in addressing and routing tables (see  

Footnote 3) have been pointed out, but new uses of the network as well have begun to crowd the  

wires, and some claim that network resources are being distributed unfairly. TCP represented most 

of the traffic on the Internet for years, but UDP (the other transport layer protocol that provides 

less error checking than TCP), has been gaining popularity for its latency-sensitive applications  
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such as Voice over IP and streaming video (Ross 2000).15 The problem with uses such as VoIP and 

streaming video is the amount of bandwidth16 they consume, creating large costs on the network 

because of the most prolific users that impact all other users. Such was the thinking behind scaling  

back techniques that brought the term ‘network neutrality’ into public consciousness. 

One consequence of the Internet’s academic origins is the number of gentleman’s 

agreements embedded in the actual functions of protocols—and the fact that certain users are taking 

advantage of them. One of the easiest to understand is the anonymous and thus ‘equal’ nature  

of users online that allowed the proliferation of spam. Spam (unsolicited, usually commercial  

electronic messages delivered via email) got its start in 1978. A marketing representative for DEC 

(Digital Equipment Corporation) sent out a mass message on ARPANET to several hundred 

recipients about a new DEC system (Kleiner 2008). Reaction was swift and negative—users sent 

multiple complaints to network administrators. The ARPANET was under the Defense 

Communications Agency’s purview at this time, and so this marketing representative received 

some strongly worded reprimands. All of his recipients received the message as well—this network 

was “FOR OFFICIAL U.S. GOVERNMENT BUSINESS ONLY” and “APPROPRIATE 

ACTION IS BEING TAKEN TO PRECLUDE ITS OCCURRENCE AGAIN” (Templeton n.d.).

What a change from the current state of spam on the Internet today! By 2009, over 90% of 

all email had become spam of one form or another. Congress passed the CAN-SPAM measure in 

2003, which has barely hindered the stream of unwanted messages that takes a toll on network  

resources as well as Internet users’ time (McMillan 2009). 

Spam is possible because of the trusting nature of Internet protocols. Remember that IP 

headers contain sources addresses that tell which two hosts on the edges of the network are 

communicating.  It turns out that this information is easily forged, and since routers are stateless  

(they don’t keep track of where the packets come from, apart from source addresses), the identity 
15 Because UDP doesn’t continually check if packets arrived between hosts, it can push lots of packets in a 
continuous stream between hosts more quickly. Commonly, if packets are lost for a few milliseconds, two 
communicating individuals can just ask for a repeat of the last word. Such speed, if not always perfectly reliable, is 
good enough for real time viewing or communication (Yoo 2011, 13).
16 “Bandwidth measures the range of frequencies that the transmission system can carry. In the digital domain, a 
transmission system with infinite bandwidth would be able to transmit an infinite number of bits per second.” A 
certain number of bits make up each packet (Wheen 2010, 82). 
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of email spammers is even more elusive—especially when using botnets.17 Tracing routes from a 

bird’s eye view of the network would be one way to rectify the problem of spam, but the choice  

to locate intelligence on the network nodes and trust users not to abuse anonymity has had security  

repercussions such as spam. 

But intentions don’t have to be malicious to create harm—pure economic rationality can  

play out against the gentlemanly agreements built into the Net. Two recent examples, cited by  

Christopher Yoo include opening several TCP connections and the scaling back of bit torrent traffic  

that landed Comcast in hot water with the Federal Communications Commission (Yoo 53). 

Both of these recent examples arose because of the ‘bursty’ nature of traffic on the 

Internet, and the subsequent issues with traffic congestion and management. The term ‘bursty’ 

refers to data transfer that isn’t steady and continuous, but characterized by short ‘bursts’ from 

one host to another (Yoo 40). The term is also used to refer to the pattern of overall traffic on 

networks—generally, weekday nights and weekend days at certain times (immediately after school,  

after dinner, etc.) are busiest, leading to the slowest broadband access (Collins 2009). Speed is 

everything on the Internet—the economic relationships between different network providers and 

consumers are based on the amount of traffic, its direction, and who can provide the shortest (and 

thus often fastest) pathways (Kearns 2011).  Thus, any sort of maneuvering on the network to 

increase speed or the amount of bandwidth consumed is an economic, rational endeavor—and the  

gentlemen’s agreements, the polite end-to-end politics of TCP/IP, are disregarded.

When hosts open multiple simultaneous TCP connections to each other, they consume more  

available bandwidth that other hosts could be using. Just imagine a set number of pipes, open for  

transfer first-come, first-serve. If one computer co-opts five of those pipes, those are five pipes that 

no other computers can use, and that’s potentially five times faster the first computer can send 

and receive its data. The engineering community set a recommended limit of these simultaneous 

connections to two for equalizing access and traffic congestion purposes (Fielding 1999). Needless 

17 “The term bot is short for robot. Criminals distribute malicious software (also known as malware) that can turn 
your computer into a bot. When this happens, your computer can perform automated tasks over the Internet, without 
you knowing it” (Microsoft n.d.). 
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to say, this recommendation is routinely unheeded. According to Yoo, first Netscape (a popular  

web browser in the 1990s) began opening eight connections per host, then other web browsers  

followed suit. The web browser application Mozilla Firefox permits hosts to open 15 connections,  

as well as other Internet applications (Yoo 2011, 42).

The congestion created by economically rational actors on the network (and the resulting  

‘unequal’ distribution of bandwidth) is one of the reasons that centralized control of the network  

is still appealing to network managers and providers. In 2008, Comcast (a consumer-facing Internet 

Service Provider) took action against certain applications exchanging files via Comcast’s managed 

wires. One of the biggest applications was BitTorrent, a P2P (peer-to-peer) file-sharing application 

that opens several TCP sessions between hosts to swap various files. This type of traffic was 

growing to an enormous size, and Comcast decided to do something about it. In 2008, the  

Associated Press reported (incorrectly, according to Comcast) that Comcast was blocking some of 

the traffic from the P2P applications (Metz 2007). Comcast claimed that it was simply sending 

reset packets to certain P2P hosts after their requests to establish connection because many of these 

users were sending exponentially more traffic than most users, taking an unfair toll of network 

resources. But the end result was often an inability for BitTorrent users to send their traffic 

(Eckersley 2007).18

The ensuing controversy became a part of the ongoing ‘network neutrality’ debates, 

which have already been alluded to earlier in this paper (see footnote 5) and have become a large 

political debate on and offline. Network neutrality, a politically charged term, refers to the  

treatment of packets en route—should network managers be able to distinguish between packets,  

and treat them accordingly? Those in favor of network neutrality say no—this could destroy the  

very anonymous, equalizing nature of the Internet that gave rise to the legendary garage start-ups 

such as Facebook, eBay, and amazon.com. They argue that the broad, ‘open’ platform that is  

18 The RST (reset) option is a collection of bits in the TCP header that, if set correctly, terminate a connection 
between two hosts. TCP “spoof” packets can be created that match the IP address and port of a communicating 
computer, and with their reset bits turned on, these spoof packets from a third party can interfere in the communication 
between two hosts (Eckersley 2007).
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the Internet could not exist with differential treatment of traffic. But others, including some network  

managers say such treatment is just impractical and maybe even untenable—not to mention 

potentially unfair for users whose low levels of traffic are slowed down by file sharing or other  

such bandwidth-hungry applications. Theirs is also an argument for fairness and freedom, but in 

terms of the market and neoliberalism. 

The net neutrality debate is an example of how technical, historical and moral arguments  

are all readily employed in a public setting, as opposed to some of the technical-disguising-political  

reasoning in the IPng debates that were confined to networking intelligentsia. The net neutrality  

debate (large-scale, infused with ideological rhetoric) has been described as “a game of political 

football” by some of the press (N.V. 2010). A recurring issue for the FCC nowadays, net 

neutrality has become a topic of heated public discussion as well as within the engineering  

community (Federal Communications Commission 2011).  

Net neutrality is particularly interesting from a SCOT or Hughesian perspective because 

debates about it might represent a turning point for the current system. Are concerns for security 

and control of the network in a larger social setting enough to bring about revolutionary change?  

TCP/IP, with its arranged open and trusting politics, might no longer suit the purposes of its users.  

But at the same time, the debate about net neutrality isn’t this clear-cut. There are corporate  

interests and moral arguments, struggles for control and evocations of possible historical precedents.  

It’s a complex issue because TCP/IP is part of a large system of intersecting social, technological, 

and political parts—and the debate has been amplified by the global presence of the Internet.

But even though the global aspect of the Internet means more people are paying attention to  

architectural issues and politics, not every Internet issue is as front-page newsworthy, despite its  

importance. Turning back to the issue of Internet addressing shortages, one can see another current 

architectural issue with political underpinnings, but not quite as fraught with the same emotion as  

net neutrality debates. For over a decade, the IETF (along with other organizations, some 

international) has been pushing for IPv6 integration. But efforts to move the Internet over to this  

new standard have been slow at best. The last block of IPv4 addresses was assigned out in 
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February 2011; most of the Internet still uses IPv4, though efforts to update are intensifying (van 

Beijnum 2011). Some software and computer manufacturing companies, such as Google, Microsoft, 

and Facebook have been making products compatible with both versions of IP (Flynn). But the  

switchover has been in progress for over a decade, and has still largely not happened. 

One reason for the slow migration is technical difficulty—IPv6 is not backwards compatible  

with IPv4 (IPv6 can’t work with the output of IPv4) and a large-scale transition could create  

widespread glitches (Flynn). This was the motivation for the World IPv6 Day on June 8, 2011—a 

number of high-traffic websites agreed to a trial run of IPv6 in order to get an idea of the scope of 

the problems that could come with a switchover. The event was deemed a successful trial run of  

the new standard, but it didn’t seem to hurry along adoption to any measurable degree  (Internet 

Society 2011).

University of Pennsylvania professor and network engineer Roch Guerin explained that the  

reason IPv6 hasn't been deployed on a macro level is because “there is no compelling reason”—

at least not immediately compelling (Guerin 2011).  So far, the address restraints have been 

alleviated by short-term solutions such as Network Address Translation (NAT), which acts as an 

agent for several computers on the same network and allowing them all to use the same address 

(CISCO 2011). Guerin, along with Comcast and NSF, have been running an IPv6 Monitoring 

project, and recently published a paper on poor performance of IPv6 routing, and how comparable  

peer routing quality between IPv6 and IPv4 seems one of the best ways to promote IPv6 adoption  

(Guerin, IPv6 Adoption Monitor n.d.). 

But even in the midst of these technical problems, can political motivations have a hand in  

the process as well? Denardis compares the relative enthusiasm of other polities such as Japan, 

China, India and the EU in adopting IPv6 to the slow progress in the United States. Her reasons  

behind mandates for national upgrades included the fact that the US maintained a relatively large  

portion of IPv4 addresses (so exhaustion of reserves didn’t seem so imminent) and these countries 

wanted to become “more economically competitive in information technology markets relative to  

the United States” (110). Such talk of market advantages and the need for government mandates 
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create some interesting parallels with older TCP/IP events, i.e. when ARPA mandated a TCP/IP 

switchover in 1983 and the refusal of the ISO to accept TCP as a transport protocol.

The centralized nature of Internet governance in the '80s, when it was a military-funded 

project for scientists, made widespread coordination a possibility, arguably for the betterment of the  

network. But the growth of the system, the spread of Internet actors including large companies with 

their own momentums, and the concerted efforts to make the network as unregulated as possible all  

combine to make a centralized migration to IPv6 impossible. This current state of affairs is easy to 

juxtapose in opposition to the centralized network of 1982. As recounted at the beginning of this  

paper, network managers Vint Cerf and Dan Lynch were able to essentially turn off a big NCP 

switch for days a time, pushing operators over to TCP/IP in frustration. There is no such switch or 

management over today's global Internet, and no community with the kind of sanctioned command  

that would dare to turn off the Internet to force IPv6 adoption. The Internet is now too important, 

too decentralized, and too embedded in global politics.

CONCLUSION

If asked to define TCP/IP, an engineer would probably describe layers of abstraction, name 

some architectural principles (e.g. end-to-end), maybe explain some of the protocols on the layers  

of abstraction, and perhaps give some background on hardware or software implementation. But it  

should now be obvious to any reader that TCP/IP is more than some technical rules—it is a  

complex cultural artifact as well, a system within larger social, technological, and political systems.  

Given a rudimentary understanding of TCP/IP’s functions, one can see the arranged politics (a 

dumb, trusting middle and smart, anonymous hosts on the edges) maintained by ‘rough consensus  

and running code’. Throughout TCP/IP’s history, there have been instances where technologies  

were tied to particular institutions, and the ensuing struggles for power affected technological  

trajectories. Finally, using STS methodologies to clarify the social-technological interactions, one  

can also see that TCP/IP is not an entirely new animal, despite its power in bringing about one of  

the greatest networks in human history. It has been socially constructed, but it also influences those  
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who use it through its arranged politics. 

For the conclusion of this research paper, I’d like to recall an opening quote from Laura 

Denardis, which now has content in the previous pages to illuminate her insight: “[Protocols] 

control the global flow of information and make decisions that influence access to knowledge, civil  

liberties online, innovation policy, national economic competitiveness, national security, and which  

technology companies will succeed” (6).

GLOSSARY

- ATM: Asynchronous Transfer Mode
- BBN: Bolt, Beranek, and Newman
- GOSIP: Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile
- IAB: Internet Advisory/Activities/Architecture Board
- ICCB: Internet Control Configuration Board
- IETF: Internet Engineering Task Force
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- IPS: Internet Protocol Suite
- ISO: International Organization for Standardization
- ISOC: Internet Society
- NCP: Network Control Program
- NWG: Network Working Group
- OSI: Open Systems Interconnection
- PDN: Public Data Network
- RFC: Request for Comment
- STS: Science, Technology, and Society
- TCP/IP: Transfer Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
- UDP: Uniform Data Protocol 
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